Objective: The aim of this study is to develop an analysis method to extract plausible types of errors when using a smart mobile in nuclear power plants. Background: Smart mobiles such as a smart-phone and a tablet computer(smart-pad) are to be introduced to the various industries. Nuclear power plant like APR1400 already adopted many up-to-date digital devices within its main control room. With this trend, various types of smart mobiles will be inevitably introduced to the nuclear field in the near future. However nuclear power plants(NPPs) should be managed considering a big risk as a result of the trend not only economically but also socially compared to the other industrial systems. It is formally required to make sure to reasonably prevent the all hazards due to the introduction of new technologies and devices before the application to the specific tasks in nuclear power plants. Method: We define interaction segments(IS) as a main architect of interaction description, and enumerate all plausible error segments(ES) for a part of design evaluation of digital devices. Results: We identify various types of interaction errors which are coped with reasonably by interaction design using smart mobiles. Conclusion: According to the application result of the proposed method, we conclude that the proposed method can be utilized to specify the requirements to the human error hazards in digital devices, and to conduct a human factors review during the design of digital devices. Application: The proposed method can be applied to predict the human errors of the tasks related to the digital devices; therefore we can ensure the safety to apply the digital devices to be introduced to NPPs.
Smart Mobile as a Technical Challenge
통신
Researches on Digital Devices in

Task-based human error identification
직무 적용 평가는 기기를 사용하는 대표적인 직무형태를 기준으로 인적오류 가능성을 검출하는 단계이다. 현재 원전 The operator makes run the unnecessary program
An Application Scheme to Interface Design for Nuclear Power Plants
The simple error such as wrong writing
The interpretation and comprehension error due to the difficult or unfamiliar sentences
The failure recovery to the previous step since the path deviation
The conversion failure to the symbol button Evaluation based on applied task
The alarm failure(wireless network environment etc) Inconsistency between the operation and display direction in the horizontal mode
The lack of operation consistency on main button click(several program stop and several program running etc)
The lack of display on the running programs
The absence of lock function in the operating display Evaluation based on device
The lack of display of the setting 
